Gamma-ray spectroscopy of positron annihilation in the Milky Way
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ABSTRACT

Context. The annihilation of positrons in the Galaxy’s interstellar medium produces characteristic gamma-rays with a line at 511 keV. This gamma-ray emission has been observed with the spectrometer SPI on ESA’s INTEGRAL observatory, confirming a puzzling morphology with bright emission from an extended bulge-like region, while emission from the disk is faint. Most known or plausible sources of positrons are, however, believed to be distributed throughout the disk of the Milky Way.

Aims. We aim to constrain characteristic spectral shapes for different spatial components in the disk and bulge using data with an exposure that has doubled since earlier reports.

Methods. We exploit high-resolution gamma-ray spectroscopy with SPI on INTEGRAL based on a new instrumental background method and detailed multi-component sky model fitting.

Results. We confirm the detection of the main extended components of characteristic annihilation gamma-ray signatures, altogether at 58σ significance in the 511 keV line. The total Galactic 511 keV line intensity amounts to (2.74 ± 0.25) × 10⁻³ ph cm⁻² s⁻¹ for our assumed model of the spatial distribution. We derive spectra for the bulge and disk, and a central source modelled as point-like and at the position of Sgr A*.
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1. Introduction

Positrons in our galaxy have been studied with many different astronomical instruments through the gamma-rays at the characteristic energy of 511 keV produced during their annihilation in the interstellar medium (ISM). Following early reports of a line near this energy, the first high resolution measurements (Leventhal et al. 1978) established its identification as positron annihilation. Early indications of variability were later shown to have been due to comparing measurements of extended emission made with instruments having different fields of view (Albernhé et al. 1981; Leventhal et al. 1986; Share et al. 1988).

Two remarkable transient annihilation events found with SIGMA (e.g. Bouchet et al. 1991; Goldwurm et al. 1992) were apparently associated with a hard X-ray source, 1E1740.7-2942, near the centre of the galaxy, that was consequently termed the “Great Annihilator”. Neither contemporaneous (Jung et al. 1995; Smith et al. 1996b) nor long-term monitoring of the source (Sunyaev et al. 1991; Harris et al. 1994; Smith et al. 1996a; Cheng et al. 1998) provided confirmation of such activity.

OSSE on the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (CGRO) made extensive observations of the 511 keV emission, confirming the nature of the emission as constant, extended along the galactic plane with a strong concentration towards the Galactic centre (Purcell et al. 1993, 1997). Deconvolved sky maps appeared to show an extension of the emission in the galactic centre region towards positive latitudes (Dermer & Skibo 1997).

Prior to the launch in 2002 of the INTEGRAL spacecraft (Winkler et al. 2003), information had been obtained with little imaging capability and often with limited spectral resolution. For example, the field of view (FoV) of the OSSE collimators was 3.8 by 11 degrees and its spectral resolution at 511 keV about 10%. Observations with the good energy resolution of Germanium detectors had been obtained only with wide field instruments on balloons and on HEAO-3. The SPI gamma-ray spectrometer instrument on INTEGRAL provided a significant advance, with a coded mask allowing imaging at ~2 degree precision, and Ge detectors with ~2 keV intrinsic spectral resolution (Vedrenne et al. 2003; Roques et al. 2003).

The INTEGRAL sky survey has excellent exposure of the entire inner Galaxy. This led to a first all-sky image of positron annihilation gamma-rays (Knödlseder et al. 2003, 2005). INTEGRAL data confirmed that annihilation gamma-ray emission is dominated by a bright and extended region centred in the Galaxy; only relatively weak emission was seen from the extended plane of the Milky Way outside the central region. The morphology was found to be much more symmetric about the Galaxy’s centre and to have an extent of 10–12° (FWHM);
no extension towards northern latitudes was seen. Attempts to separate bright bulge from faint disk emission led to some discussion and confusion about an “asymmetry” (Weidenspointner et al. 2008; Higdon et al. 2009; Skinner et al. 2010). But later, as the disk emission was found, the apparent asymmetry was more readily explained by a slight offset (≈1°) of the centroid of the bright bulge-like model (Bouchet et al. 2010; Skinner et al. 2012).

The spectrum of positron annihilation measured with SPI demonstrated that the dominating line at 511 keV was centred at the expected energy, and slightly broadened (Jean et al. 2006). The presence of the characteristic continuum from three-photon annihilation, already pointed out from earlier measurements (e.g. Leventhal et al. 1978; Kinzer et al. 2001), was also confirmed. The interpretation of positron annihilation occurring in a partially ionised medium with typical temperatures near 8000 K was supported (Churazov et al. 2005, 2011).

Candidate positron sources have been reviewed by Prantzos et al. (2011), and include:

1. radioactive decay of $\beta^+$ unstable isotopes, such as $^{56}\text{Ni}$, $^{44}\text{Ti}$, $^{26}\text{Al}$, or $^{15}\text{N}$, produced in nucleosynthesis sources throughout the Galaxy;
2. accreting binary systems, producing jets loaded with pair plasma, microquasars being the prominent examples;
3. pulsars, because curvature radiation produces and ejects pair plasma;
4. the supermassive black hole in our Galaxy’s centre (Sgr A*) through various mechanisms;
5. dark matter decay or annihilation, as dark matter would be gravitationally concentrated in the inner Galaxy.

Although each of these sources have been studied in some detail (e.g. Martin et al. 2012; Guessoum et al. 2006; Boehm et al. 2004, for nucleosynthesis, microquasars, and dark matter, respectively), quantitative estimates of their contributions leave considerable uncertainties (see discussions in Prantzos et al. 2011, and their Table IX, see also Sect. 4 of this paper). The locations and distributions of the various possible sources within the Galaxy offer a way to constrain their relative importance, if annihilation is assumed to occur close to the respective sources (≤100 pc) (Prantzos et al. 2011). Most of the above candidate sources would be distributed along the disk of the Milky Way: Sgr A* and dark matter contributions would be concentrated in the central region of the Galaxy, and some sources such as supernovae of type Ia (SNe Ia) or low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXRBs) might plausibly be related to an extended bulge or a thick disk. But combined with expected source numbers and positron yields, the puzzle still remains, and no conclusive candidate has emerged.

More complexities arise because once ejected from their sources, the positron annihilation may occur at a distance far from their origins. Because the positrons are produced at high energy (MeV to GeV), many positrons will leave the source, and propagate in the surrounding interstellar gas. Positrons slow down to energies of a few eV and annihilation may occur. The propagation of positrons in the Galaxy has been extensively investigated (Guessoum et al. 1991, 2005; Jean et al. 2009; Alexis et al. 2014). By the detection of cosmic ray electrons at lower energies (≤MeV), it has been shown that they can propagate on kpc scales in the ISM (e.g. Lingenfelter et al. 2009). Detailed propagation calculations (Higdon et al. 2009; Alexis et al. 2014) have shown that positrons may propagate up to kpc distances or more when they face a very low density, and hot ISM phase before annihilation. In contrast, when positrons enter the much denser, warm cloud phases, i.e. the region where the annihilation takes place (Jean et al. 2006; Churazov et al. 2005, 2011), the propagation distances are smaller. Thus, irrespective of whether the positrons are produced in young massive stars near the clouds, or, more diffusely, on kpc scales in SNe Ia of much older, accreting white dwarves, they will annihilate predominantly in these warm phases. The distribution of such gas, weighted by source and propagation effects, is what is essentially observed in the 511 keV line emission, and not directly their source distribution.

In this paper, we report a new study of measurements with INTEGRAL/SPI data accumulated over eleven years. We employ coded mask imaging together with high-resolution spectroscopy, enhanced by a new approach to instrumental background spectra. We aim at determining details of the annihilation spectra, in particular the 511 keV line centroid energy and broadening, which characterises the kinematics and temperature of the annihilation region, and also the annihilation line-to-continuum ratio, which characterises the fraction of annihilations that take place via the formation of a positronium atom. Our analysis discriminates between the spectra of the bulge and disk regions, and of candidate point sources.

### 2. Data and their analysis

#### 2.1. Instrument and data

The SPI camera utilises the coded mask technique for imaging gamma-ray sources. In this technique, a mask with occulting tungsten blocks and holes in the aperture of the gamma-ray camera imprints a shadowgram of a celestial source onto a multi-element detector array. This array consists of 19 high-resolution Ge detectors that measure photons between 20 keV and 8 MeV with a spectral resolution of ~2.2 keV at 662 keV. Data consist of energy-binned spectra for each pointing on the sky and each of the 19 Ge detectors. During the ongoing INTEGRAL mission, four of the SPI detectors failed, reducing the effective area.

Exposures are taken in successive pointings of the telescope of typically 1800 s duration, moving the telescope pointing by ~2 degrees along a rectangular $5 \times 5$ pattern between pointings to shift the shadowgram of the source in the detector plane. Surveys concatenate adjacent sky region pointing patterns; the FoV of SPI is $16^\circ \times 16^\circ$ (partially coded FoV: $34^\circ \times 34^\circ$). Instrumental background practically remains constant between adjacent pointings, thus allowing it to be discriminated against the mask-encoded signal from the sky.

For our analysis, we used exposures of various parts of the Galaxy, accumulated over eleven years of the INTEGRAL mission, during orbit numbers 21 to 1279, with gaps due to enhanced solar activity, calibration, or annealing periods. The exposures for particular regions in the sky are given in Table 1.

| $|l|$ | $<15^\circ$ | $15^\circ$–$60^\circ$ | $60^\circ$–$105^\circ$ | $105^\circ$–$180^\circ$ |
|-----|-----------|----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| $T^+$ | 30.8 | 21.8 | 17.6 | 15.6 |
| $T^−$ | 20.4 | 15.6 |  |

**Table 1.** Exposure times in the regions of the sky used in this work.

**Notes.** The times have been extracted from the exposure map (Fig. 1) in the listed longitude ranges and for latitudes $|l| < 45^\circ$ in each case. $T^+$ and $T^−$ are the exposure times for positive and negative longitudes, respectively, given in Ms.
The equivalent exposure time is calculated with the cube root to emphasise the low surface-brightness and extent of the disk.

2.3. Celestial emission modelling

In our spectral fits, we use a multi-component description of the distribution of the emission over the sky. In a recent analysis of a similar data set in a single 6 keV energy bin, centred on the 511 keV line, Skinner et al. (2014) propose a representation of the positron annihilation sky in which the emission from the disk is represented by a two-dimensional Gaussian function with different widths in longitude and latitude, and that from the bulge as the sum of three components: two symmetrical three-dimensional Gaussians and a third component which is consistent with a point source. One of the Gaussians representing the bulge is offset to negative longitudes while the other components are centred at the Galactic centre (in the case of the point-like component, the position is actually taken as that of Sgr A*, see Fig. 2). Point sources are added at the positions of the Crab, and Cyg X-1. Although such modelling includes correlations among components, it can be seen as an alternative to having a large number of pixels on the sky or orthogonalised functions that have no astrophysical basis, as it associates sky components with plausible and explicit source regions. The six components used for modelling the celestial emission in the energy range from 490 to 530 keV are listed in Table 2. As the latitude and longitude extent of the disk are considered the most uncertain parameters, for our spectroscopic analysis in fine energy bins, we scan the plausible parameter region with 100 different disk shapes/extents in both, longitude and latitude width (see Sect. 3.1.1).

In total, we use $N_I = 6$ components to model the celestial emission in this energy range, in addition to a two-component background model ($N_B = 2$), described below. The celestial emission in this energy range is dominated by the bright 511 keV line emission from the Galaxy’s centre, modelled by a narrow bulge (NB) and a broad bulge (BB), and the low surface-brightness disk. In the centre of the Milky Way, a point-like source, called Galactic Centre Source (GCS) was used to describe the morphology. The two strongest continuum sources in the sky, the Crab and Cygnus X-1, have been added to the sky models in order to improve the maximum likelihood fit (see Sect. 3.1.4 for the significances of these point sources in the analysed energy range).

In our model fitting we obtain model amplitudes in each of the 80 energy bins, for each of the sky model components,
thus comprising an individual spectrum of celestial emission per component. Hence we are not biased towards any expected spectral shape from celestial emission. With the exception of exploring the effects of changing the disk parameters (which are most uncertain; see Sect. 3.1.1), we do not alter the shape parameters of the image model components. We thus do not follow the optimisation of all sky components (i.e. NB, BB, CGS, and disk) as studied in a single 6 keV wide energy bin, but use additional spectral information, and analyse cross correlation among components (see Appendix A.4).

2.4. Background modelling

Our approach to instrumental background is not restricted to data in a specific energy bin, and exploits the physical nature of background. We study background lines with their characteristic shape, temporal changes, and relative intensities between detectors, and validate their behaviour on the basis of the associated physical processes. By combining data across a broader range of energy and time periods, we build a self-consistent description of spectral detector response and background characteristics, separately for continuum background and each line. At the same time, we ensure consistency of instrumental aspects (e.g. the resolution as it behaves with energy and time) as well as physical constraints (lines from the same isotopes behave identically). We thus separate long-term stable properties over the mission years from variations on shorter time scales caused by cosmic-ray intensity variations and detector degradation. Gamma-ray continuum and line backgrounds are treated separately, according to their different physical nature.

We first determine what background lines are required to be taken into account by examining spectra accumulated over all detectors and the whole length of the data set. Then we apply spectral fitting to data accumulated over periods long enough for adequate detail in characteristic spectral signatures. Line shapes are thus determined for each detector over sufficiently long integration times to ensure that line centroids and widths are well defined beyond statistical uncertainties but only as long as the degradation becomes significant to change the line shape. The line shape $L(E)$ we use for the spectral fits is the convolution of a Gaussian function $G(E)$ with an exponential tail function towards lower energies $T(E)$, describing the degradation of each detector $j$, changing with time, superimposed on a power-law shaped continuum $C(E)$ (see Eqs. (2)–(5)).

\begin{align}
C(E) &= C_{0,j} \left( \frac{E}{511 \text{ keV}} \right)^{\alpha_j} \quad \text{(2)} \\
G(E) &= A_{0,j} \exp \left( -\frac{(E-E_{0,j,j})^{2}}{2\sigma_{ij}} \right) \quad \text{(3)} \\
T(E) &= \frac{1}{\tau_{ij}} \exp \left( -\frac{\tau_{ij}}{E} \right) \quad \forall E > 0 \quad \text{(4)} \\
L(E) &= \left( G \odot T \right)(E) \\
&= \sqrt{2} \frac{A_{0,j,j}\sigma_{ij}}{\tau_{ij}} \exp \left( \frac{2\tau_{ij}(E-E_{0,j,j}) + \sigma_{ij}^{2}}{2\tau_{ij}^{2}} \right) \times \text{erfc} \left( \frac{\tau_{ij}(E-E_{0,j,j}) + \sigma_{ij}^{2}}{\sqrt{2}\tau_{ij}\tau_{ij}} \right) \quad \text{(5)}
\end{align}

In Eqs. (2)–(5), $C_{0,j}$ is the amplitude of the continuum at 511 keV for detector $j$, and $\alpha_j$ the respective power-law index. $A_{0,j}$ is the amplitude of line $i$ in detector $j$, $E_{0,j,j}$ is related to the peak value of the line shape, $\sigma_{ij}$ is the intrinsic width of a line in a particular detector, and $\tau_{ij}$ the degradation parameter in units of keV.

The time period used for accumulation, three days, is suitable (i.e. short enough) to investigate the gradual change in detector responses due to cosmic-ray bombardment. By fitting the integrated spectra per detector in the chosen time-intervals, we obtain a consistent database of background and detector response parameters ($C_{0,j}, \alpha_j, A_{0,j}, E_{0,j,j}, \sigma_{ij}, \tau_{ij}$) which provides the ingredients to re-build the instrumental background at each energy, time, and per each detector. Thereafter, we can model the changes between detector annealings\(^2\) in the parameters describing the response of each detector as a linear function of time and energy.

The last step of background modelling is then the prediction of background for our dataset of interest, which we use to study celestial signals on top of the background, in each specific energy range of interest. The database parameters represent essentially the behaviour of the background dominated count rates in the instrument because the varying sky contribution is smeared out. The database parameters allow us to reconstruct a background pattern, i.e. the expected count rate of each detector relative to each others, for instrumental background lines and instrumental background continuum. Due to the nature of these processes, the pattern is different for these two background components, lines and continuum, for each analysed energy bin. The short-term pointing-to-pointing variations as traced by an instrumental rate (here: side shield assembly total rate of the SPI instrument, SSATOTRATE), are imprinted on top of the pre-defined patterns for a coherent description of the background due to cosmic rays.

Special care is, however, needed to obtain the proper absolute normalisation of this background model. The relative detector contributions to total continuum and line backgrounds may not be properly normalised, as each of these are derived from a data set stretching further in time. Therefore, we re-normalise the background model as re-built from the database again to the

\(^1\) The peak value of this convolved line shape is approximately $E_{\text{peak}} = E_{0} - \tau$ for $\tau < 1$ keV.

\(^2\) Due to cosmic ray bombardment, the lattice structure of the Ge detectors is damaged gradually, which causes deterioration of their spectral resolving properties. Therefore, twice a year, the detector array is heated up to 100 °C to repair the lattice structure of the Ge detectors. This is called annealing.
actual data, by fitting a time-dependent scaling parameter, $\theta_i$, in Eq. (1), per background component in addition to the proposed sky model scaling parameters.

In general, the detection of diffuse emission with a coded-mask telescope like SPI, i.e. emission on angular scales comparable to the FoV, relies on the correct comparison of flux in one pointing with that in another. Such emission will add only small variations from its pattern of relative detector ratios to the total signal. Furthermore, the average contribution from extended large-scale emission during the observations around a particular target on the sky will not vary much as the $5 \times 5$ dithering is performed. It will however likely change when the target direction of pointings is redirected by a significant fraction of the telescope FoV or more. The fixed relative detector patterns, derived for instrumental background lines and instrumental background continuum, are our key tools allowing the shadowgrams from the mask to be distinguished, as they change between pointings. Systematic mismatches of the celestial and background detector patterns may make it more difficult to find mask-encoded sky signals, and can thus reduce the sensitivity. We perform a re-normalisation of background detector patterns whenever the telescope is re-oriented to target a location in the sky that is more distant from the current than ~ one FoV; re-scaling by fitting at three-day intervals for each of the two background components is adequate to recover proper normalisation.

The adequacy of our background model has been assessed in Fig. 5, showing $\chi^2$--d.o.f. for each energy bin. For the entire SPI-camera (black), the values scatter around a value of 1713 (corresponding to a reduced $\chi^2$ of 1.0014 with 1211 021 degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) and fall well into a $3\sigma$ goodness-of-fit interval (orange area). No particular energy region is overemphasised in the maximum likelihood fits, nor are single detectors deviant. In total, our background model fitting determines 3772 parameters per energy bin.

3. Results and Interpretation

We determine spectra of sky emission from fits of intensity coefficients for each energy bin in a 40 keV wide range around the 511 keV line. Figure 3 shows for each energy bin the detection significance of the celestial signal, based on our assumed description of the sky in terms of the six components in Table 2 (see Sect. 2.3). The significance is calculated using the likelihood-ratio between a background-only fit to the data and a fit including the background plus six celestial sources. The difference of d.o.f. in each energy bin is consequently 6. The dominant annihilation line at 511 keV is very clear with a total significance of $58\sigma$, but characteristic ortho-positronium continuum on the low-energy side of the line is also detected with high significance, as is the underlying diffuse Galactic continuum emission (Bouchet et al. 2011). The continuum emission is predominantly from the disk and from the Crab and Cyg X-1.

3.1. Different emission components

The inner Galaxy is found to be the brightest region of the annihilation gamma-ray sky, confirming previous findings. It is detected with a significance of more than $56\sigma$ (e.g. Jean et al. 2006; Churazov et al. 2011). We also detect a signal away from the inner Galaxy. Our disk-like emission component has a significance of $12\sigma$. The surface brightness of annihilation radiation for this disk component is rather low. The diffuse gamma-ray continuum emission from the Galaxy (Bouchet et al. 2011) is the strongest signal in the disk, clearly detected even in this 40 keV band. The two strongest continuum sources in this energy band, the Crab and Cyg X-1 (point sources), are also detected, at $31\sigma$ and $11\sigma$, respectively; their spectral parameters are consistent with literature values (see Sect.3.1.4). In the centre of the Galaxy, an additional point-like source (or cusp, i.e. a point-like source that was recognised above the diffuse bulge emission to improve the overall fit to INTEGRAL observations in the 511 keV annihilation line) is needed to improve the fit. Fixing the positions and extents of the other components, we find a significance of $5\sigma$ for this component.

The signals from the different sky components cannot be determined independently, and we have calculated correlation coefficients for the values found for their intensities from the covariance matrix in the maximum likelihood fits. These are given in Table 3. Average values are given since the energy dependence is negligible, being less than 0.01%.

We now discuss the results for each of the sky components.
3.1.1. The disk of the Galaxy

The disk of the Galaxy is represented in our model by a two-dimensional Gaussian. We find a longitude extent of $60^\circ \pm 5\,^\circ$ degrees, and a latitude extent of $10.5^\circ \pm 2.2^\circ$ degrees ($1\sigma$ values). In an independent analysis for the 511 keV line in a single 6 keV wide energy bin (Skinner et al. 2014), the disk extension parameters are found in the range of $30^-90^0$ in longitude and around $3^\circ$ in latitude. Their study included the impact of different bulge parameters and different background methods. Assuming the background model described in Sect. 2.4 and the above mentioned bulge model, in our spectrally resolved analysis, we can reduce the uncertainty on the (model-dependent) disk extent.

Our best disk extent is obtained by optimising for both the annihilation line and Galactic continuum components at the same time, for the energy region 490 to 530 keV. We find that the disk extent is also sensitive to how the central parts of the Galaxy are modelled, due to their overlap (see Appendix A.4 for further discussion of the bulge morphology dependence). Scanning solutions with different disk extents, given a fixed/optimal configuration of the bulge, and point sources, we find a maximum likelihood solution in each energy bin. In total, for a grid of $10 \times 10$ different longitude and latitude widths, ranging from $\sigma_L = 15^\circ, ..., 150^\circ$; and $\sigma_\phi = 1.5^\circ, ..., 15^\circ$, respectively, models have been calculated for each of the 80 bins, and then fitted together with the other five sky model components and the two background model components. All model scaling parameters, flux per energy bin and component, have been re-optimised for each point of this model grid.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of the disk and the bulge 511 keV line intensity on the assumed disk-extent parameters. Contours indicate the uncertainty on the disk extent, as derived from the component-wise fit. As the disk becomes larger, its 511 keV line flux estimate increases because also very low surface brightness regions in the outer disk, and at high latitudes, contribute to the total flux (top). The individual relative uncertainties of each tile are almost constant at $\sim20\%$ for the disk, and $\sim5\%$ for the bulge. The bulge 511 keV line intensity is hardly dependent on the disk size (bottom). Over the disk longitude and latitude grid, the line flux changes by $\sim15\%$, whereas the $1\sigma$-uncertainty on the line-flux from this scan is essentially constant at $0.96 \times 10^{-3}$ ph cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ (see Sect. 3.1.2 for further discussion). In the inner parts of the Galaxy ($|l| \leq 45^\circ$), confusion between the bulge and the disk components causes the bulge to appear weaker compared to the disk. The uncertainty of the intensity of the 511 keV line can be estimated from the tangents of equal flux as they intersect the $2\Delta \log(L) = 1$-contours (where $L$ is the likelihood, see Appendix A.1 for details). A disk extent around $60^\circ$ in longitude, and $10.5^\circ$ in latitude, as suggested, does not agree with disk parameters obtained by other methods, focussing on the line only (e.g. Bouchet et al. 2010). The spectra per component retain their line shape and properties in a reasonably wide region around these best values, and systematic changes in total annihilation intensity remain small compared to statistical uncertainties.
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Fig. 6. Dependence of the 511 keV line intensity in the disk (top) and the bulge (bottom) as a function of the choice of the disk extent (1σ Gaussian width value). Line intensities are shown as shading, see scale on right-hand axis. Overlaid are the uncertainty contours for the disk size, as derived from the maximum likelihood fits in the grid-scan. See Appendix A.3 for more details and other parameter impacts.

Figure 4b shows the disk spectrum for these optimum disk size parameters.

We characterise these spectra in more detail, deriving the 511 keV line intensity (I₀), the width, characterised as kinematic broadening (FWHM) and the centroid shift, interpreted as Doppler-shift from bulk motion (∆E = E_{peak} - E_{lab}), the ortho-positronium intensity (I₉), and the positronium fraction (f₉). We represent the expected spectral components by a Gaussian 511 keV line, an ortho-positronium continuum (Ore & Powell 1949), and a power-law representing the diffuse Galactic gamma-ray continuum – each convolved with the SPI spectral response function and the parametrised kinematic broadening (see Sect. 2.4). We use Monte Carlo sampling to determine the uncertainties of the fitted spectral characteristics, parametrised through the 511 keV line centroid, width, and amplitude, the ortho-positronium amplitude at the measured line centroid, and the continuum flux-density at 511 keV. As the power-law index for the diffuse Galactic continuum is poorly determined in our spectral band, and in any case has rather small impact on the annihilation component values (∼3%), we decided to fix its value a priori to −1.7 (Kinzer et al. 1999, 2001; Strong et al. 2005; Jean et al. 2006; Churazov et al. 2011; Bouchet et al. 2011), consistent with our narrow-band fits. Likewise, the powerlaw index for the Crab and Cyg X-1 continua was set to −2.23 (Jourdain & Roques 2009).

We find a 511 keV line intensity for the disk of (1.66 ± 0.35) × 10⁻³ ph cm⁻² s⁻¹. Our Galactic gamma-ray continuum flux density of (5.85 ± 1.05) × 10⁻⁵ ph cm⁻² s⁻¹ keV⁻¹ at 511 keV corresponds to (5.99 ± 1.07) × 10⁻⁶ ph cm⁻² s⁻¹ sr⁻¹ keV⁻¹ integrated across the full sky, consistent with results by Strong et al. (2005) and Bouchet et al. (2011). The measured 511 keV line width in the disk is (2.47 ± 0.51) keV (FWHM). This is in concordance with the bulge value (see, however, the discussion in Sect. 4.1; see also Sect. 3.1.2). The 511 keV line shift, (0.16 ± 0.18) keV, is consistent with zero. The ortho-positronium continuum has an intensity of (5.21 ± 3.25) × 10⁻³ ph cm⁻² s⁻¹.

Our statistics from eleven years of data allow us to derive spectral parameters separately for the eastern (l > 0°) and the western (l < 0°) hemisphere (see Fig. 7). Here, the Gaussian-shaped disk component is masked on alternate sides (l > 0°, and l < 0°), which results in fitting nine parameters.

Fig. 7. Spectrum of annihilation gamma rays from the eastern (top), and western (bottom) hemisphere of the Galaxy’s disk. The fitted parameters are given in the legends, colours are the same as in Fig. 4. No flux asymmetry is found.

3 Here we truncate the emission at 1% of the maximal surface brightness; along the Galactic plane the intensity always is above that threshold and is therefore taken into account as 2π; towards higher latitudes, 99% of the emission are enclosed within ~70°. Hence, the disk emission encloses a solid angle of 3.11 sr. Note, that this value is therefore model and threshold dependent.

4 Strong et al. (2005) and Bouchet et al. (2011) focused on a broader energy range and on the central part of the Milky Way.
individual sky components. The 511 keV line intensities are \((0.87 \pm 0.14) \times 10^{-3} \text{ ph cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}\) for the \((l > 0^\circ)\) region, and \((0.80 \pm 0.12) \times 10^{-3} \text{ ph cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}\) for the \((l < 0^\circ)\) region. Thus, we find no disk asymmetry in the line fluxes; in contrast to an earlier report (Weidenspointner et al. 2008), our east-west ratio is 1.09 \pm 0.24. The symmetry is reduced, if not completely removed, by shifting the narrow-bulge component away from the center by about \(-1.25^\circ\) in longitude and \(-0.25^\circ\) in latitude, as described above (see Skinner et al. 2014). We find an east/west ratio for the ortho-positronium continuum of \((1.28 \pm 0.97)\) and for the diffuse Galactic gamma-ray continuum of \((0.86 \pm 0.20)\). All values are consistent with 1.0.

3.1.2. The bulge region

We model the central part of the Milky Way by a combination of two 2D-Gaussians, NB and BB, from Skinner et al. (2014). There, the NB is found to be centered at \((l, b) = (-1.25^\circ, -0.25^\circ)\) with Gaussian widths of \((\sigma_l, \sigma_b) = (2.5^\circ, 2.5^\circ)\), and the BB is found centered at \((l, b) = (0^\circ, 0^\circ)\) and extends to \((\sigma_l, \sigma_b) = (8.7^\circ, 8.7^\circ)\) (see Table 2). The correlation between the NB and BB components (see Table 3) with a value of \(\approx 0.836\) is not surprising, as two (or more) model components coincide/overlap spatially, when mapped onto the sky (see discussion in Sect. 4 and Appendix A.3). We define the bulge component from the superposition of these two Gaussians, NB and BB. This definition represents an analytical description of an object’s shape on the sky, independent and not based on astronomical, model-biased definitions of the Galactic bulge, e.g. defined by a stellar population or by infrared emission. We prefer here this definition, as an alternative and complement to astrophysical model fitting, considering that such studies (Weidenspointner et al. 2008; Higdon et al. 2009) remained questionable.

In Fig. 4a, the spectrum of the bright bulge shown. It has 511 keV line intensity of \((0.96 \pm 0.07) \times 10^{-3} \text{ ph cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}\) and is detected with an overall significance of 56\sigma. The bulge annihilation emission can be characterised by a 511 keV line of astrophysical width \((2.59 \pm 0.17)\) keV, and a positronium fraction of \((1.080 \pm 0.029)\), consistent with other recent studies (Jean et al. 2006; Churazov et al. 2011). The line peak appears at \((511.09 \pm 0.08)\) keV. The diffuse Galactic gamma-ray continuum is a minor contribution in the bulge; its intensity is \((0.27 \pm 0.20) \times 10^{-3} \text{ ph cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}\) keV\(^{-1}\).

3.1.3. The Galactic centre region

The immediate vicinity in the direction of the centre of the Milky Way could be discriminated in Skinner et al. (2014) as a separate source or cusp. Given the spatial model that we adopt, the GCS is detected with a significance of 5\sigma and we can provide a first spectrum from the annihilation emission of this source. The 511 keV line intensity is \((0.80 \pm 0.19) \times 10^{-4} \text{ ph cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}\) (see Fig. 8). Its annihilation emission is characterised by a broadened line with a width of \((3.46 \pm 0.64)\) keV (FWHM above instrumental resolution), and a positronium fraction of \((0.94 \pm 0.19)\). There is a slight hint of an underlying broad continuum with a flux density estimate of \((0.06 \pm 0.05) \times 10^{-3} \text{ ph cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}\) keV\(^{-1}\). There is no evident time variability down to scales of months.

The annihilation line is centred at \((510.73 \pm 0.31)\) keV if the spectrum is described by the above mentioned spectral model. Formally, there are indications of a red-shift: The ortho-positronium continuum is consistent with zero \((\pm 2\sigma)\), and we find there is none leads to a slightly smaller value, \((510.59 \pm 0.35)\) keV.

3.1.4. Other sources

The Crab pulsar (Jourdain & Roques 2009) and Cygnus X-1 (Jourdain et al. 2012) are the only known Galactic sources strong enough to influence our analysis and are included as constant point sources.

The Crab is detected in our energy band at 3\sigma significance. Using a power-law with a fixed photon index\(^5\) of \(-2.23\) (Jourdain & Roques 2009), we find a flux density of \((2.20 \pm 0.07) \times 10^{-3} \text{ ph cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}\) keV\(^{-1}\) at 511 keV. Our overall flux in this energy band is consistent, though on the high side of, the analysis across the full energy range of SPI (Jourdain & Roques 2009). It is equivalent to about 40% of the total diffuse Galactic gamma-ray continuum emission.

Cygnus X-1 is detected at 11\sigma significance. Its spectrum is described well by a single power-law spectrum with a (fixed) power-law index of \(-2.23\), and a resulting flux density of \((0.65 \pm 0.06) \times 10^{-3} \text{ ph cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}\) keV\(^{-1}\). Cyg X-1 is time variable, with a hard, a soft, and possibly an intermediate state (McConnell et al. 2002; Rodriguez et al. 2015). At 511 keV, the measured flux difference between the hard and soft state is about \((1.5 \times 10^{-4} \text{ ph cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}\) keV\(^{-1}\) (McConnell et al. 2002). Our measured average of the different possible spectral states of Cyg X-1 are in good agreement with recent measurements of Rodriguez et al. (2015). As Cyg X-1 is only a weak source in the vicinity of 511 keV, and only used for improving the maximum likelihood fit, no time variability has been tested.

The correlations between the continuum sources and the other sky model components are negligible, except for the correlation with the disk. In either case, and especially for Cyg X-1, the flux depends on the size of the disk emission model. If the disk is chosen to be (unrealistically) short, the flux density of Cyg X-1 captures (erroneously) a part of this disk emission.

\(^{5}\) The energy range chosen is not enough to constrain the power-law index. The fitted value for the power-law index, given our data, is \((-1.41 \pm 1.52)\) for the Crab, and \((-2.9 \pm 4.5)\) for Cyg X-1. The resulting flux values change by less than 0.3%.

![Fig. 8. Spectrum of annihilation gamma rays from the point-like source (GCS) superimposed onto our extended bulge model in the Galaxy’s centre. The fit and its components are indicated as above in Fig. 4.](image-url)
Table 4. Upper limits (2\(\sigma\), in units \(10^{-5}\) ph cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)) for 511 keV gamma-ray line emission originating from the Crab or Cyg X-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Narrow line</th>
<th>Broad line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crab</td>
<td>6.62</td>
<td>7.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyg X-1</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Limits for a narrow (1.6 keV FWHM), and a broad line (3.5 keV FWHM) are given.

We detect no (<2\(\sigma\)) annihilation signals in these additional sources. Upper limits are given for both sources in Table 4, assuming either a disk-like, i.e. narrow 511 keV line (1.6 keV FWHM), or a GCS-like, i.e. broad 511 keV line (3.5 keV FWHM), respectively.

In addition to our six component model, we searched for possible point-like annihilation emission in the satellite galaxies of the Milky Way, because light dark matter particles may also be a candidate source of positrons (Boehm et al. 2004; Gunion et al. 2006; Hooper et al. 2004; Picciotto & Pospelov 2005; Pospelov et al. 2008), and dwarf galaxies are believed to be dark matter dominated (e.g. Simon & Geha 2007; Strigari et al. 2008). We find \(\geq2\sigma\) excess emission in only six of 39 candidate sources (17 of 39 show a \(1\sigma\) excess), which is insignificant considering the number of trials (Siegert et al., in prep.).

We also searched for a 511 keV line from the Andromeda Galaxy (M31, modelled as a point-source), \((l/b) = (121.17/ - 21.57)\(^\circ\) (Evans et al. 2010), finding an upper limit of \(1 \times 10^{-4}\) ph cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) (2\(\sigma\)).

4. Discussion

4.1. Mutual spectral parameter compatibilities

In Table 5, we provide a summary of the fitted spectral parameters for all components included in our analysis, and the fitted parameters for a total, i.e. Galaxy-wide spectrum which serves as a conservative average of positron annihilation throughout the Milky Way. The line and continuum intensities of the single components add up to the total Galaxy-wide intensities, as expected. The widths of the single components formally range from 1.59 keV to 3.46 keV and are consistent with a mean value from the entire Galaxy except for the eastern and western hemisphere of the disk. The western hemisphere of the disk shows a smaller line width (FWHM of \((1.59 \pm 0.19)\) keV) than the eastern hemisphere ((3.07 \pm 0.34) keV). We find a 2.8\(\sigma\) significance for the two halves to differ from each other. Each of the two halves differ by 1.4\(\sigma\) from the combined disk spectrum (see Appendix A.5 for further comparisons; see also Sect. 4.2). Line widths above the instrumental resolution are in bulge and disk (total) (2.59 \pm 0.17) keV and (2.47 \pm 0.51) keV (FWHM), respectively, i.e. they are identical within uncertainties. Likewise, the line width of the bulge differs by 2.7\(\sigma\), compared to the line width of the western disk, and by 0.9\(\sigma\) to the eastern one. The GCS line width appears broader (3.46 \pm 0.64 keV) but is still consistent within 2\(\sigma\) uncertainties, compared to bulge and disk (total). The GCS is discussed in Sect. 4.4, separately. The Doppler-shifts, \(\Delta E_0\), are essentially consistent with zero shift within 2\(\sigma\). The positron fractions are consistent with 1.0 throughout the galaxy (see below). The spectral fit quality is found adequate for all our model components.

4.2. Annihilation conditions

The positronium fraction, \(f_{\text{PS}} = 2/(4 + \frac{9}{16} \cdot \frac{I_{511}}{I_{26}})\), expresses how many positrons annihilate through an intermediate state of forming a positronium atom. It can be derived from the intensities of 511 keV line \(I_5\) and ortho-positronium continuum \(I_0\), and is a prime diagnostic of annihilation conditions. Formation of the positronium atom is only efficient below energies of \(<100\ eV\) and is facilitated in a partially neutral medium through charge exchange reactions with atoms and molecules. In principle, the ionisation state, temperature, and composition \((H, \text{He, gas/dust})\) can be derived from the positronium fraction, comparing models and their predicted positronium fractions with values determined from spectral fits (Churazov et al. 2005, 2011; Jean et al. 2006; Guessoum et al. 2010).

The measured positronium fractions in the bulge and in the disk as a whole are \((1.08 \pm 0.03)\) and \((0.90 \pm 0.19)\), respectively. Comparing the eastern and western hemisphere of the disk separately, we find values of \((0.90 \pm 0.16)\) and \((0.85 \pm 0.18)\), respectively. All values are consistent within uncertainties, and, moreover, with the theoretical physical limit of 1.0. Our choice of energy region (490 to 530 keV) may result in a bias towards high ortho-positronium flux. The total annihilation spectrum of the Galaxy shows a positronium fraction of \((0.99 \pm 0.07)\). We conclude that the annihilation conditions based on only \(f_{\text{PS}}\) are the same throughout the entire disk and in the bulge within measurement uncertainties.

A second order diagnostics of annihilation conditions is the shape, and particularly the width, of the 511 keV annihilation line. Here, kinematics of the positron population, and the gas to dust ratio of the ambient medium, are driving processes. The parameters which describe the annihilation conditions are listed in Table 6 for all components.

In the two disk hemispheres, we find a velocity spread of \((950 \pm 100)\) km s\(^{-1}\) and \((1800 \pm 200)\) km s\(^{-1}\), respectively, above the instrumental line width. This apparent difference in the line width in the two disk halves can be interpreted in several ways, depending on the relative contributions of kinematic and thermal broadening. The contribution from Galactic kinematics is probably small as the estimated velocity dispersion from interstellar gas is \(<100\ km\ s^{-1}\) (Dame et al. 2001), or up to \(300\ km\ s^{-1}\) if the positrons originate in the \(8^+\)-decay of \(^{26}\)Al in the disk (Kretschmer et al. 2013). As we are performing line-of-sight integration over a whole hemisphere, we might be influenced by peculiar sampling of different annihilation regions, but then it would be surprising to observe the same flux.

4.3. Sources throughout the Galaxy

In the bright bulge, the annihilation line is well represented by a single Gaussian-shaped 511 keV line, and the positronium continuum is clearly identified. In the disk of the Galaxy, the annihilation continuum from ortho-positronium is only marginally seen, the underlying Galactic-diffuse continuum is however clearly detected, while only marginal in the bulge region. We interpret this as a disk annihilation signature with its characteristic shape and rather homogeneous surface brightness, which is subordinate when viewing towards bulge due to the other components which have larger surface brightnesses.

The bulge-to-disk (B/D) flux ratio is 0.58 \pm 0.13; the (model-dependent\(^6\)) luminosity B/D ratio is 0.42 \pm 0.09. As increasing

---

\(^6\) Based on effective distances to the bulge of 8.5 kpc, and to the disk of 10.0 kpc.
Table 5. Spectral parameters for each sky component and respective $\chi^2$ fit values with d.o.f.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Cont. flux dens.</th>
<th>Line Flux</th>
<th>FWHM</th>
<th>$\Delta E_0$</th>
<th>o-Ps Flux</th>
<th>Pos. frac.</th>
<th>$\chi^2$/d.o.f.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Bulge</td>
<td>0.27(20)</td>
<td>9.6(7)</td>
<td>2.59(17)</td>
<td>0.09(8)</td>
<td>61.4(76)</td>
<td>1.08(3)</td>
<td>66.47/74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk ($-180^\circ &lt; l &lt; 180^\circ$)</td>
<td>5.58(1.03)</td>
<td>16.6(3.5)</td>
<td>2.47(51)</td>
<td>0.16(18)</td>
<td>52.1(32.5)</td>
<td>0.90(19)</td>
<td>71.98/74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk ($l &gt; 0^\circ$)</td>
<td>2.66(49)</td>
<td>8.7(1.4)</td>
<td>3.07(34)</td>
<td>0.30(14)</td>
<td>26.8(13.7)</td>
<td>0.90(16)</td>
<td>83.79/74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk ($l &lt; 0^\circ$)</td>
<td>3.08(44)</td>
<td>8.0(1.2)</td>
<td>1.59(19)</td>
<td>0.07(17)</td>
<td>21.0(11.8)</td>
<td>0.85(18)</td>
<td>68.42/74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCS</td>
<td>0.06(55)</td>
<td>0.8(2.8)</td>
<td>3.46(64)</td>
<td>0.27(31)</td>
<td>2.8(1.8)</td>
<td>0.94(19)</td>
<td>64.94/74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crab</td>
<td>2.20(7)</td>
<td>&lt;0.7</td>
<td>&lt;0.7</td>
<td>&lt;0.7</td>
<td>&lt;0.7</td>
<td>&lt;0.7</td>
<td>66.97/78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cygnus X-1</td>
<td>0.65(6)</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
<td>73.38/78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galaxy (total)</td>
<td>8.79(85)</td>
<td>27.4(3)</td>
<td>2.61(23)</td>
<td>0.15(9)</td>
<td>116.3(29.3)</td>
<td>0.99(7)</td>
<td>75.00/74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Continuum flux densities are given as the value at 511 keV in units of $10^{-5}$ ph cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ keV$^{-1}$, line and ortho-positronium fluxes are given in $10^{-4}$ ph cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$, FWHM of the celestial emission line in keV, the centroid shift $\Delta E_0 = E_{peak} - E_{lab}$ in keV. The upper limits given for the line flux from the Crab and Cyg X-1 are 2$\sigma$ values and the corresponding $\chi^2$ quoted are with no line. One sigma uncertainties are given in brackets.

Table 6. Spectral parameters and converted physical properties for the main components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Velocity spread</th>
<th>Bulk motion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Bulge</td>
<td>1500(100)</td>
<td>53(47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk (total)</td>
<td>1450(300)</td>
<td>94(106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk $l &gt; 0^\circ$</td>
<td>1800(200)</td>
<td>176(82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk $l &lt; 0^\circ$</td>
<td>950(100)</td>
<td>41(100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCS</td>
<td>2050(400)</td>
<td>159(182)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galaxy (total)</td>
<td>1550(150)</td>
<td>88(53)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. The values are quoted in units of km s$^{-1}$. One sigma uncertainties are given in brackets.

Massive stars (26Al; $N_e \approx 0.4 \times 10^{43}$ e$^+$ s$^{-1}$), core-collapse supernovae (44Ti; $N_e \approx 0.3 \times 10^{43}$ e$^+$ s$^{-1}$), LMXRBs (26Al; $N_e \approx 1 \times 10^{43}$ e$^+$ s$^{-1}$), and SNe Ia (26Al; $N_e \approx 0.3 \times 10^{43}$ e$^+$ s$^{-1}$) can add up to the total positron production rate in the Milky Way. But escape from sources and transport in the ISM surrounding the sources (escape fraction) is a key aspect for both SNe Ia and LMXRBs (in particular microquasars), which can result in major uncertainties in these absolute numbers (Alexis et al. 2014). Detailed calculations of the positron escape fraction in the $^{56}$Ni-$^{56}$Co-$^{56}$Fe-decay chain, dominating the positron production in SNe Ia, predict 5% escape, based on the assumption of unmixed ejecta in W7 model (deflagration) calculations (Chan & Lingenfelter 1993). Observational support for this theoretical estimate has been found by subsequent studies (Milne et al. 1999), investigating the bolometric late-time light curves of a set of SNe Ia, with an average escape fraction value of 3.5 ± 2% (see also Milne et al. 2001 and the discussion by Kalemci et al. 2006). From their $^{56}$Ni yield and Galactic type Ia supernova occurrence rate estimates, SNe Ia are expected to produce about $N_e \approx (1.6 \pm 0.6) \times 10^{43}$ e$^+$ s$^{-1}$. Similar values have been found by others (Martin et al. 2012), and thus would make SNe Ia through their $^{56}$Ni-decays one of the dominant positron producers in the Galaxy. Note that the positron escape fraction has not been measured directly yet.

For microquasars, positron production has been proposed to arise from photon-photon interactions in their jets or closer to the compact gamma-ray source (Beloborodov 1999b; Guissouma et al. 2006), with a rough estimate of the average positron production rate of $\sim 10^{41}$ e$^+$ s$^{-1}$ per microquasar. Assuming the total measured annihilation rate of $(3.5-6) \times 10^{43}$ e$^+$ s$^{-1}$ to represent a steady state, it is necessary that several hundreds of microquasars are active at each time to meet the constraint. This is consistent with the expected/estimated number of black hole binaries in the Milky Way, between 10 and a few 100 (Romani 1992; Portegies Zwart et al. 1997; Sadowski et al. 2008), weighted with an average duty cycle (i.e. flaring (microquasar) vs. quiescent (XRB) state) between $10^{-3} - 10^{-2}$. However, it is not known how many positrons annihilate directly in pair plasma ejecta or escape the source. A similar estimate was carried out by Weidenspointner et al. (2008), who suggested LMXRBs to be responsible for the asymmetric spatial distribution reported at that time. No such asymmetry is now observed.

The Fermi bubbles (Su & Finkbeiner 2012) might raise another type of candidate positron source: It has been suggested that the Fermi bubbles are manifestations of recent jet activity of Sgr A* (Su & Finkbeiner 2012; Yang et al. 2012), and thus may be reminiscent of ordinary radio lobes in external galaxies (see...
e.g. Mingo et al. 2012). There is evidence that such jet sources are powered by pair plasma (Blandford & Levinson 1995; Konar 
& Hardcastle 2013; Hardcastle 2015). Jet dynamics would create a backflow in the lobes, which would drive the putative positrons back towards the Milky Way’s disk (Galliver et al. 2011, 2012) where they would diffuse into the denser gas, annihilating as they are slowed down. For a total energy content of the Fermi bubbles of $10^{53}$ erg (Yang et al. 2012), and a 1% share of this in positrons, the total positron reservoir in the Fermi bubbles of the order of $10^{59}$ positrons could sustain the Galactic annihilation emission for a few $10^8$ years.

4.4. The Galactic Centre Source

The independent spectrum for the GCS is similar to that of the bulge and the disk spectrum. Considering the imaging resolution of SPI (~2.7"), the source could be compact and related to the Galaxy’s supermassive black hole Sgr A*, or encompass a region of the order of 350 pc and thus include the entire central molecular zone (CMZ).

The supermassive black hole in the centre of the Milky Way with $(4.31 \pm 0.38) \times 10^6$ $M_\odot$ (Gillessen et al. 2009) and its associated accretion disk extending up to 100 AU (Genzel et al. 2010, and references therein) have been discussed as positron sources (Totani et al. 2006; Cheng et al. 2006). Positrons can be produced in the vicinity of the supermassive black hole, from pair-production in the accretion disk, or in the hot corona above, or from the resulting jets (Beloborodov 1999a; Totani et al. 2006; Chernyshov et al. 2009). If Sgr A* is the source of the positrons, we expect a gravitational red-shift of at least 0.4 keV, and a temperature of $\sim 10^8$ K (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973; Krolik 1999). These values are within the uncertainty limits of our measurement.

Alternatively, this Doppler broadening provides a measure of the turbulence of $(2000 \pm 400)$ km s$^{-1}$, which might reasonably be expected from non-equilibrium gas motion or past AGN activity. From its 511 keV luminosity of $(6.0 \pm 1.5) \times 10^{41}$ ph s$^{-1}$, a steady state positron production rate of $(0.3\text{--}1.2) \times 10^{52}$ e$^+^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ is estimated, assuming positronium fractions between 0 and 1. Theoretical estimates are in the range of $0.16\text{--}3.7 \times 10^{42}$ e$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ (Totani 2006).

Alexis et al. (2014) discussed the possibility that nucleosynthesis positrons produced in the CMZ travel into the Galactic bulge and could be responsible for the emission in the extended bulge. It is, however, not implausible that these positrons an-nihilate locally in the CMZ. Alexis et al. (2014) estimate the positron production from massive stars in the CMZ from $26\text{Al}$ as $0.3 \times 10^{42}$ e$^+^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ (Alexis et al. 2014). Adding the positrons produced by $^{24}\text{Ti}$, the observed $(1.0 \pm 0.5) \times 10^{42}$ e$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ is within reach for a nucleosynthesis interpretation. Possibly the CMZ has now emerged as a separate positron annihilation site through our deeper exposure.

The more pronounced peak of the 511 keV emission towards the centre of the Galaxy also may revive interpretations of a dark matter origin. Annihilating dark-matter particles have been proposed to create an annihilation photon emission profile proportional to the square of the dark matter density profile (e.g. Burkert 1995; Navarro et al. 1996; Merritt et al. 2006) for the Milky Way (e.g. Ascasibar et al. 2006). The central cusp of such a distribution would be seen by SPI as a point-like source. As the nature of dark matter is entirely unknown, expected fluxes for the 511 keV line are based on rough estimates concerning the annihilation cross section, the dark matter particle mass and that the produced positrons do not propagate far. A comparison to theoretical estimates is therefore not possible. However, as satellite galaxies of the Milky Way are believed to be dark matter dominated, they should reveal a detectable 511 keV annihilation signal which is not consistently seen with SPI.

5. Conclusions

Combining eleven years of INTEGRAL observations, we performed fine spectroscopy at 0.5 keV energy binning in the energy domain of the 511 keV line from positron annihilation. We obtain spectra for different regions of positron annihilation, which had been identified from earlier analysis, the bright bulge region and the disk of the Milky Way. The bulge region shows emission characteristic of a moderately warm and partly ionised interstellar gas, i.e. with 511 keV line and ortho-positronium continuum as clear signatures. There is an indication that the line width of bulge and part of the disk differ in detail (2$\sigma$). When the disk is separated into an eastern and a western hemisphere, the line widths from positive and negative longitudes also show a discrepancy at the $2\sigma$-level. In the disk, the ortho-positronium is hard to detect, because the disk surface-brightness of annihilation emission is fainter and the Galactic diffuse emission is relatively more intense. For the assumed bulge morphology and modelling approach, we find a disk extent of $60^\circ$ in longitude, and $10.5^\circ_{-0.5}^{+2.5}$ in latitude ($1\sigma$ values), corresponding to a scale height of $\sim 1$ kpc. Given a small offset of the bright bulge, we do not find a flux asymmetry in the disk. The bulge-to-disk flux ratio is 0.58 $\pm$ 0.13, smaller than in earlier measurements. A combination of positrons from nucleosynthesis (radioactive $\beta^-$-decay), supernovae, and pair plasma ejection from accreting binary systems and possibly also a positron-rich backflow from past AGN-jet activity of Sgr A* appears consistent with our spectral and imaging results. In order to provide the bulk of positrons in the disk, one single source type is probably not efficient enough to provide the number of positrons observed. Other contributions cannot be excluded, as positron propaga-
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Appendix A: Cross correlations – impacts on spectral parameters

A.1. Estimating uncertainties

In our analysis, we model the sky distribution of gamma-ray emission through a predefined model set, composed of two bulge components, one disk component, and three point sources. This is clearly not an orthogonal model set, and thus dependencies occur between component results. We must estimate the impact of our choices of sky emission morphology on the spectral properties, accounting for cross correlations that will depend on the magnitude of the overlap/degeneracy among the sky model components.

In Figs. 4, 7, and 8, showing the different spectra, the uncertainties on fitted parameters are based on the derived spectral data points and their respective uncertainties, given an optimised emission model. The uncertainties on the fitted parameters depend on parameter assumptions, e.g. also on the assumed bulge and disk size. Utilizing the plots of Sect. A.3, the uncertainties for each fitted spectral parameter depend on the disk size can be estimated by the tangents of equal flux, line width, etc., touching the $(2\Delta \log(L) = 1)$-contours, where $L$ is the likelihood. In Fig. A.1, this procedure is illustrated for the 511 keV line flux of the bulge. Other parameter uncertainties can be extracted analogously.

A.2. Merging the bulge spectra

The spectrum of the bulge in Fig. 4a is a superposition of the derived spectra of the NB and BB spectra. Given the significant correlation between NB and BB, the propagation of uncertainties takes the covariance between the components into account:

\[
\sigma_{\text{Bulge}, k} = \sqrt{\sigma_{0,k}^2 + \sigma_{1,k}^2 + 2\theta_{0,k} \sigma_{0,k} \sigma_{1,k}}. \tag{A.1}
\]

In Eq. (A.1), $\sigma_{\text{Bulge}, k}$ is the propagated uncertainty in energy bin $k$, as shown in Fig. 4a, $\sigma_{i,k}$ are the uncertainties for components $i = 0$ (NB), and $i = 1$ (BB), in energy bin $k$ from the maximum-likelihood fit, Eq. (1). $\sigma_{01,k}$ is the covariance between the NB and the BB for each energy bin. Neglecting the covariance term would overestimate the statistical uncertainties by about 250%.

A.3. Disk size effects

As the bulge morphology is fixed, the longitude and latitude extent of the disk are the most sensitive model parameters to affect the magnitude of cross correlation with the amplitudes of line and continuum, and other spectral parameters in the other sky components. We therefore vary the longitude extent of the disk across a plausible range, and analyse how the fit quality is affected, and how the amplitudes of sky components and their spectral parameters vary with this choice. As shown above for the annihilation line intensity in bulge and disk (Fig. 6), the choice for the disk extent around 60° in longitude, and 10.5° in latitude, is preferred. In Fig. A.2, results of cross correlations between line intensity, line width and line centroid of the three main sky models (Bulge, Disk, GCS) as a function of the disk size (top 3 × 3 panels) are shown. In the bottom 3 × 2 panels of Fig. A.2, we show the results of cross correlations as they affect the continuum components from ortho-positronium and the large-scale diffuse galactic emission, and the point-source gamma-ray continuum. In Fig. A.3, the continuum flux densities of the Crab (top) and Cygnus X-1 (bottom) are illustrated for a varying disk size.

In general, the parameters for the bulge, GCS, the Crab, and Cyg X-1 are not very sensitive to the disk size, except when the disk is modelled with very small size, i.e. $\sigma_{l} \leq 45°$. In this case, the maximum likelihood method approach cannot identify the components separately as they are largely overlapping and the small differences are difficult to disentangle, thus creating confusion. In the case of Cyg X-1 and a short disk, the source is wrongly capturing flux that is probably attributed to the disk. The derived spectral parameters of the disk are the most varying parameters. This results from the chosen shape to model the disk. At increasing disk size in longitude and latitude, the detection of low surface-brightness regions increases, and more line and continuum flux can be found. However, in our 80 bin spectral analysis, the longitude and latitude sizes, albeit biased by other parameters (see Sect. A.4), are constrained very well, as shown by the 1σ contours in the middle panels of Fig. A.2, varying by 20% at most.

As the spectral parameters of the other four sky components are not too sensitive to the disk size, and the disk’s spectral parameters are sensitive to the disk size itself, we conclude that the cross correlations are almost negligible with respect to the flux uncertainties in each spectrum, and that the fitted and derived parameters of each component are representative for the component itself.

A.4. Bulge morphology effects

The focus of our analysis was finding an optimal disk size as derived from a spectral analysis of the 511 keV morphology of the Milky Way, given an already optimised bulge morphology fixed in size (in the following called baseline model). A maximum likelihood fit for the 80 half keV energy bins in the studied energy range of 490 to 530 keV is performed. For each of the
Fig. A.2. Annihilation line intensity, width, and centroid shift (top 3 × 3 panels), and ortho-positronium and (diffuse) gamma-ray continuum (bottom 3 × 2 panels) of the three main sky components as a function of the selected disk longitude and latitude extent. See figure caption of Fig. 6 for more details.

80 bins, 100 tested disk sizes are convolved through the imaging response function (coded mask shadowgraph) of the SPI instrument. As the convolution of a large number of disk and bulge models is very computer intense and time-consuming, we refer to Skinner et al. (2014) which studied the dependency of the several bulge morphology models in a single 6 keV bin from 508 to 514 keV. When they consider the background model described in this work (see Sect. 2.4), and search for an optimal bulge and
disk morphology (modelled by 2D-Gaussians on a bigger grid) simultaneously, a slightly different bulge model is found. The best-fit parameters are listed in Table A.1. As the responses for the disk do not have to be repeated, a similar search for the best-fit parameters are unchanged when changing the emission model which is encouraging and validates the findings.

This alternative description of the bulge yields a total maximum (log)-likelihood that is larger by a value of 6.86 (summed over all 80 bins), compared to our used model. In particular, the improvement in the fit is randomly distributed among the spectral energy range of interest with a mean of 0.09, and a variance of 0.55. Although the test-statistics is better for the alternative model, we prefer the baseline model.

In the baseline model, the reduced overlap between bulge and disk improves the separability of those two components and allows for a distinct discussion of their spectral details. An increased overlap also increases the intensity correlations and therefore the uncertainties on each spectral data point. This is reflected in the fitted parameters of the alternative model, compared to the baseline model.

The signal-to-noise ratios, summed over all 80 energy bins, for each component are listed in Table A.3, comparing the signal strengths for both tested morphologies. In Eq. (A.2), \( \mu_i \) is the values of the data point for an energy bin \( i \) in a particular spectrum, and \( \sigma_i \) the respective uncertainty on this data point.

The signal-to-noise ratio for the two continuum sources, the Crab and Cygnus X-1, is not affected by the choice of the diffuse emission morphology. The uncertainties on the diffuse emission components of the bulge and the disk are very sensitive to the chosen shape and extents of the morphology because very low surface brightness components, as are apparent in the alternative model (|\( \ell | < 30^\circ \), |\( b | > 30^\circ \)), automatically introduce larger uncertainties on these components which reflects in a statistically better fit.

Both models provide statistically acceptable fits to the data and are consistent with each other within 2\( \sigma \) uncertainties. Especially, the disk latitude extent is found rather large for both models.

A.5. Comparing individual spectra

Our spectra at 0.5 keV binning in the 490–530 keV band around the 511 keV annihilation line allow a new look at Galactic positron annihilation, as separation among different components of bulge, disk, and central source has been achieved. Spectral result parameters are listed in Table 5. We investigate differences of the derived spectra in their entireties, by either comparing each spectrum with each other or to the total annihilation spectrum of the Milky Way. We are only comparing the annihilation conditions in the ISM of the respective components which were unchanged when changing the emission model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>-0.75</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>9.04</td>
<td>7.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>49.31</td>
<td>24.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk( ^d )</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>211.93</td>
<td>28.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. \( ^d \) The disk extent has been chosen according to a 2D grid scan for a total maximum likelihood over all 80 bins.

Fig. A.3. Continuum flux density of the Crab (top) and Cygnus X-1 (bottom) as a function of the disk size. See figure caption of Fig. 6 for a detailed description.
Table A.2. Spectral parameters for each component from the alternative bulge emission model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Cont. flux dens.</th>
<th>Line Flux</th>
<th>FWHM</th>
<th>$\Delta E_0$</th>
<th>o-Ps Flux</th>
<th>Pos. frac.</th>
<th>$\chi^2$/d.o.f.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The bulge</td>
<td>2.31(91)</td>
<td>15.1(2.3)</td>
<td>2.35(34)</td>
<td>0.24(17)</td>
<td>82.6(31.6)</td>
<td>1.05(9)</td>
<td>61.53/74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk ($-180^\circ &lt; l &lt; 180^\circ$)</td>
<td>5.76(1.69)</td>
<td>18.4(6.0)</td>
<td>5.25(98)</td>
<td>-0.08(36)</td>
<td>41.8(48.9)</td>
<td>0.80(9)</td>
<td>69.48/74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCS</td>
<td>0.09(5)</td>
<td>0.9(2)</td>
<td>3.04(54)</td>
<td>-0.24(28)</td>
<td>2.3(1.7)</td>
<td>0.85(23)</td>
<td>63.98/74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crab$^b$</td>
<td>2.20(7)</td>
<td>&lt;0.7</td>
<td>&lt;(-)</td>
<td>&lt;(-)</td>
<td>&lt;(-)</td>
<td>&lt;(-)</td>
<td>66.88/78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cygnus X-1$^c$</td>
<td>2.66(6)</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
<td>&lt;(-)</td>
<td>&lt;(-)</td>
<td>&lt;(-)</td>
<td>&lt;(-)</td>
<td>73.38/78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galaxy (total)</td>
<td>10.71(1.29)</td>
<td>34.3(3.9)</td>
<td>2.77(29)</td>
<td>0.10(11)</td>
<td>137.9(44.3)</td>
<td>0.97(9)</td>
<td>73.70/74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Continuum flux densities are given as the value at 511 keV in units of $10^{-5}$ ph cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ keV$^{-1}$, line and ortho-positronium fluxes are given in $10^{-4}$ ph cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$, FWHM of the celestial emission line in keV, and the centroid shift $\Delta E_0 = E_{\text{peak}} - E_{\text{lab}}$ in keV. $^{(a)}$ For the Crab and Cyg X-1, no annihilation line has been detected, and 2$\sigma$ upper limits are given for the flux.

Table A.3. Total signal-to-noise ratio, over the 80 analysed energy bins for each celestial model component in one coherent maximum likelihood analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morphology</th>
<th>Bulge</th>
<th>Disk</th>
<th>GCS</th>
<th>Crab</th>
<th>Cyg X-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.4. Spectral model comparisons of the celestial components, GCS, Bulge, eastern and western hemisphere of the Disk, and the total/combined Milky Way (incorporating all correlations among different components, i.e. a mixture of all models).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sig. [$\sigma$]</th>
<th>GCS $^d$</th>
<th>Bulge</th>
<th>Disk ($l &gt; 0$)</th>
<th>Disk ($l &lt; 0$)</th>
<th>Galaxy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GCS</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulge</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk ($l &gt; 0$)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk ($l &lt; 0$)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galaxy</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. The probability values are given in units of $\sigma$, reflecting the tension of one templated best-fit spectrum being representative for another spectrum, or the combined Milky Way spectrum.

shaped gamma-continuum contribution, $C(E)$. Here we ask how the best-fit spectrum of one component may be acceptable as a representation of data from another component. In detail, we fix the spectral model with the best-fit parameters ($I_0$, $I_o$, $E_0$, $\sigma$) of one spectrum and fit this template spectrum with only one global amplitude to all other spectra, separately. The difference in the d.o.f. is consequently 3. In Table A.4, we show the significance in units of $\sigma$ as calculated by a $\chi^2$-test with 3 d.o.f.. The table reads as follows: Line by line, the spectra (data points per energy bin) of the sky components are fitted by the templated spectrum (smooth function) of the other spectra (columns).

The spectrum for the GCS can easily be represented by the spectral shapes of the bulge (0.6$\sigma$) and the two disk halves (1.0$\sigma$, 1.5$\sigma$), whereas the opposite is statistically more discouraged (4.9$\sigma$ bulge, 1.8$\sigma$ and 2.0$\sigma$ disk). The spectrum of the bulge cannot be represented by the spectrum of the disk (5.1$\sigma$, 6.1$\sigma$), conversely, the disk spectrum can be represented by the bulge spectrum (1.0$\sigma$ and 1.4$\sigma$). The two disk halves as a whole differ by 1.1$\sigma$. The spectra, however, only differ in the widths of the spectral line and not in the centroid or o-Ps flux, so that the significance is actually higher (2.8$\sigma$). The Galaxy as a whole cannot be represented by only the best-fit spectrum of the GCS (3.5$\sigma$). For the bulge, and the two disk halves, the tension is not as strong (1.6$\sigma$ bulge, 1.2$\sigma$ and 2.0$\sigma$ disk). However, all individual spectral components can be represented by the mixed Milky Way template spectrum, except for the bulge in which a 2.9$\sigma$ discrepancy is found.